
Su--", is now in full swing - the
sun is shining, the roads are dry,
and traction is at its best - and
gear-heads everywhere are out
enjoying their cars. While most
people are planning out their
summer vacations and looking at
the roads they are going to have to
traverse in order to get to their
destination, auto-enthusiasts tend to
look at the roads themselves as the
destination. They head out to drive
canyon roads like the ones that we
here in Southern California are
blessed to live near. But while a

romp in the canyons seems benign
in itself, it can in fact be very
dangerous if you let common sense

fly out the window the moment you
enter the first turn.
Ever since I got my Driver's
License, I have enjoyed seeking out
these roads and feeling the
exhilaration of g-forces trying to
throw me from my seat. But while
I have seen the best that these
serpentine stretches of asphalt have
to offer, I have also seen and
experienced my fair share of what
happens when you don't give them
the respect that they deserve. But I
am not just talking about getting a

visit from Ponch and John; I am
talking about having your day end
prematurely - potentially with a
very expensive ride in a tow-truck,
ambulance or helicopter. It is
because of these unfortunate and
highly preventable experiences that
I have come up with a set of
guidelines that will help you stay
safe, yet still enjoy yourself.

Habit #1- Keep your car properly maintained.
Neglecting maintenance on your car is one of the quickest ways to
have your day or someone else's ruined. Canyon driving puts much
more stress on your car than your daily commute to and from work
and therefore requires extra consideration when it comes to
preparation. Oil and coolant are the lifeblood of your engine and
should always be at the proper level and changed regularly. Brakes
and tires are also vital to keeping your car shiny-side-up. Brakes
should be inspected regularly for wear and the fluid should be
checked for proper level and condition. Tires should also be checked
for wear and pressure. Finally, make sure that your car is free of
loose objects in the passenger cabin. The extra g-forces you
experience can easily take a loose water bottle from one side of the
car and lodge it under your brake pedal.
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Habit #3 - Late apex the corners.
-:. racing, the fastest way through a corner is to make

...3 turn as straight as possible by taking the proper
::--rflg line and choosing the proper apex (or center

:.rint) of a corner. Unfortunately this driving
::--hnique doesn't translate very rvell to canyon

-::r in-q. While a race course is wide and has traffic
:-.,-r\ in-g only in one direction, canyon roads are public
.:. rroughfares and generally have 2-way traffic. It is
:,:Jause of this that one must take extra caution when

:::nsiting these roads. The safest rvay to make sure

:--.-:I vou don't end up in the wrong lane when exiting a

- -:ner is to choose an apex point that is fairly late into

- -',rrner. By late-apexing, you reduce holv far your
::: u'ill "carry out" after the turn and keep yourself
:: rn crossing into opposing traffic or getting surprised

:', l turn in the opposite direction and having to

::,:rst'er rveight to the opposite side of your car too
, -:denly.

Habit #4 - Smooth is Fast.
''\'hile quickly changing direction might
::el faster and more exhilarating during
::irited driving, it is actually not the

r*SteSt or safest way through a corner.

Sudden turning, braking, and
,--celerating will rapidly transfer the

,,, erght of your vehicle from one side of
\ our car to another - possibly
rr erloading your tires and causing a

:udden loss of grip resulting in unwanted
lndersteer or oversteer. To maximize
'..-rur grip, smooth transitions between

:raking, steering and throttle inputs are

:ecessary as they will cause a less drastic

::ansfer of weight and make full use of
, cur available traction.

Habit #2 - Respect the line.
Except for the rare occasion, most canyon roads

have 2-way traffic. Because of this, it is very

important that you stay in your lane as you never

knolv lvhen another car, motorcycle, or bicyclist
could be heading in the opposite direction. Some of
the worst and most deadly accidents in the canyons

result from someone crossing the center line and

into oncoming traffic.

Habit#S - Avoid Distractions.
In our electronic age driving distractions are becoming more and

more of an issue prompting states to take measures to ban the use

of distracting electronics while driving. Becoming distracted on a

freeway or surface street may cause you to get in a fender-bender,

but out on twisty canyon roads, distractions can easily cause you to

become intimate with the mountain-side or drive off of a cliff.
Cell phones, iPods, stereos, navigation units, and other electronic

devices should never be operated while driving (even with a
hands-free kit) as these roads require all of your attention. If you

must use any of these devices, pull over in a safe place and then

use them.

NEVER CROSS OVER THE DOUBLE



Habit#6 - Be Aware of how the Weather Affects the Road
Conditions.
Having a basic understanding of how the weather affects the
road will help keep you out of trouble. Even if it is a hot,
sunny day, there is still a chance to encounter wet sections of
road and knowing how to anticipate this will help you keep
your stay in control of the situation. Areas of the road that
stay shaded for most of the day are the most prone to damp
patches as the sun never directly heats the road's surface.
Knowing what the weather was the night before you go out
driving r,vill help you to predict when you might encounter
this. If there was any rain or fog the night before you can

almost count on the road having wet spots. However, there 
i

are some spots that are wet all year round. Most canyons arel
now developed areas and have houses along them. If any of
the homes are running sprinklers, water will likely be runnin
across the road since most canyons do not have traditional rain
gutters like in the city.

Habit#7 - Respect Your Limits.
Knowing the limits of your car and your own skill is the most important thing to keep in mind, as well as one of
the easiest things to forget. When you are out for a spirited drive, don't let your pride get in the lvay of common
sense. If you are out with a group and cannot keep pace rvith them and you find yourself pushing your limits,
don't. Stay within your comfort zone and your friend(s) will notice you falling behind and slow down to let you
catch up. Similarly, if you are driving and notice that there is someone behind you that wants to go faster, don't
push past your limits to try to show off- that could easily end badly for you and the person following you. Look
for a place where it is safe to pull over, signal your intention to do so (that way you don't get rear ended), and
pull over to let the faster person by.
The lesson I hope you take away from these habits is to remember that canyons are public roads, not racetracks,
and that the best way to stay safe and enjoy your day is to just exercise a little common sense. So enjoy your
drive, don't let your pride get the better of you, and most importantly have fun, stay safe, and keep it shiny side
up.
- Jon Barrett

Classifieds
1 980 Maserati Quatraportte
15000 original miles

One owner car, Garage kept. Asking

$18,000
Contact:

Dusti n@con neceted med iagroup.com
81 8-51 6-5053

2007 Ferrari599 GTB Fiorano
2200 miles, Grigio Silverstone over Cuoio, carbon ceramic
brakes, yellow brake calipers, rear parking sensors,
shields, clear bra, full leather & carbon fiber interior,

daytona seats, stitching, navigation, home link, Ferrari
ipod, fire extinguisher
Dustin@connecetedmed iagrou p.com

81 8-51 6-5053

1 968 Corvette Converlible
Project

327 aulo car with air. Now it

has a 350. Not much to finish.
Asking $16,000 or best offer

Dustin@connecetedmed iagrou

o.com

81 8-51 6-5053


